WAIPU PRIMARY SCHOOL
CHARTER AND CORE BELIEFS
Motto: SAORSA
“The freedom to sail in to the future”
The vision of our school arises from our motto which relates
to the settlers who sailed from Scotland to settle in Waipu.
It aligns with the early Maori who also sailed to find a new
world in Aotearoa

School Mission
Waipu Primary School aims to work in harmony with
caregivers and the community to achieve every
students potential

Waipu Primary Students will be:
Independent and confident
Thinkers and Learners
Proud of themselves, their school and community
Technologically competent
Excellent communicators
Risk takers
Prepared to question
Participate and enjoy their learning
Think outside the square
Develop independence
Our Lead team will have:
Vision
Drive
People skills
Encourage academic excellence
Recognise achievement
Be gender balanced
Our Staff will:
Provide the necessary environment and learning experiences so all
children can aim for personal excellence
Our Parents will:
Support the school by supporting their child’s learning
Help the school provide the extra resources needed to foster an
environment that allows for maximum learning.

We want visitors to easily observe:
The high standard of students work and behaviour
The friendliness of students and staff
The professionalism of staff
The positive relationships between students and staff
The innovative approaches to teaching and learning
The family atmosphere we try to generate
The pride in being part of the Waipu School community
The way we value our Scottish heritage
Academically we expect:
Above average results
High achievement to be celebrated
Literacy and numeracy to be excellent
Maori students to achieve equally as well
Assistance for those with special needs or abilities
Our Policies and practices will support:
Cultural diversity
The unique position of Maori Culture

KEY COMPETENCIES OF A WAIPU STUDENT
Students will be exposed to these competencies
throughout their journey within the school
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The Key Competencies are linked to the Waipu Tartan. Yellow
representing thinking throughout all we do. Green being the language
central to our learning. Red being self management linked through the
school. Blue a key part in relating to others and cream/white how we
participate and contribute. The poutama represents the 7 steps of
knowledge

SCHOOL VALUES
Our school values represent a moral compass giving
direction to our students so they can make full use
of their “freedom to sail”

We encourage our students to learn to make the
best choices they can and always consider the next
steps
Students are expected to:

• be honest and trustworthy
• believe in fair play
• respect themselves, each other, their families
and the environment

• compete fairly
• care and share
• develop a sense of pride in their achievements,
their community and their country

• cooperate

PATHWAYS TO ACHIEVING OUR VISION
Waipu Primary School has developed five pathways
that map out the Teaching Beliefs to achieving our
Vision

Foundation Learning to be in place.

Students equipped for future learning.

Teachers as educational guides.

Challenging learning experiences.

Celebratory and informative room environments

1. Foundation learning to be in place.
We believe it is important that the foundation
skills of literacy and numeracy be firmly in place so
students can take full advantage of their future
opportunities.
Therefore we will:
• Develop school literacy and numeracy
programmes along agreed school approaches
• Teach ‘learning to read’; ‘reading to learn’; and
‘reading to be critical’.
• Teach ‘learning to count’; ‘counting to learn’,
and helping students appreciate ‘what counts’.
• Work to achieve literacy and numeracy
targets
• Ensure students develop the confidence to
undertake the new Teaching Standards.
• Follow the agreed school assessment policy.
• Identify and monitor students who need
assistance in basic areas
• Keep students and parents informed of
progress and concerns.
• Develop research reading and writing in
literacy blocks to contribute to the inquiry
programme.
• Put into practice agreed design and
presentation skills for
book and research work –students should be
encouraged to do their personal best.

2. Students equipped for future learning
Students need to develop the values and key
competencies so as to enable them to make the best
choices they can and are able to set goals and achieve
them.
Therefore we will:
• value and develop any gifts and talents students
have
encourage our students to be ‘can do’ learners, be
comfortable relating to others and to ask
questions when in doubt.
• develop the key competencies as ‘touchstones’ by
referring to when appropriate so students
internalize them.
• value our students curiosity, question and
discover prior ideas’ and then challenge students
to extend their thinking or skill.
• ensure students are aware of the agreed school
inquiry model and any appropriate thinking
strategies.
• teach appropriate independent strategies and
skills in realistic situations so they can become
‘active seekers, users and creators of their own
knowledge’ able to ‘establish personal goals, make
plans, manage projects, and set high standards’.
• ensure students know what is expected of them in
any learning situation –and have the confidence to
‘have a go’.
•

help students self assess their own work, set
goals and review integrate ICT to assist learning
as appropriate.

3. Teachers as educational guides

Students need adults to develop foundation and
future learning skills by providing focused teaching
and feedback.
Therefore we will:
• provide assistance by ‘scaffolding’ – help that
lessens as students become more competent.
• make use of selected ‘feedback and feedforward’ to help students set learning goals.
• teach a simple agreed inquiry approach:
problem –‘prior views’ – questions – research –
reflection.This a co-constructivist approach.
• integrate the literacy (and numeracy) blocks
with the inquiry programme – by teaching
information literacy in context
• negotiate some learning with the student(s) –
including processes and success criteria.
• show evidence of new ideas being tried in the
class.

4. Challenging Learning Experiences.
The New Zealand Curriculum places great emphasis on
learning content skills and competencies in engaging
contexts: each learning area valuable for itself and for
pathways (or connection) to other learning. All learning
areas have their ‘own language’ or way of interpreting
the world and all have the potential to uncover students
gifts and talents. They are a means of extending our
students horizons.
Therefore we will:
• plan a range of open ended topics to introduce the
‘big ideas’ (or strands) of the New Zealand
Curriculum.
• in our planning make use of multiple intelligences.
to study fewer topics in depth so students
achieve quality outcomes
• make use of our rich natural and historic heritage.
• for each study negotiate with students a range of
outcomes: based on 3 or 4 key questions;
descriptive or creative language, observational or
creative art.
• use literacy (and numeracy) programmes to
introduce content, skills and to draft ideas to use
in the inquiry programme.
• integrate ICT as an integral part of the inquiry
programme to research and present ideas.
• in Term 4 give students the opportunity to
demonstrate their skill at independent inquiry
learning by giving them the opportunity to
undertake an independent study.

5.
Celebratory and Informative Room Environments
Students need clear routines and expectations of
appropriate behaviour so as to work independently,
able to produce quality work. Our rooms need to
both inform and celebrate student creativity and
thinking.
Therefore we will:
• ensure all classrooms reflect the ‘messages’ of
the school vision and values and the intent of
the NZC.
• display all inquiry studies with clear headings,
key questions, and quality students’ research,
language and art. This could include negotiated
criteria and student evaluations.
• ensure our walls reflect a range of learning
areas.
• ensure daily programmes are clear and include
a time at the beginning and end of the day for
reflection.
• use whiteboards /taskboards to define tasks
for literacy and numeracy blocks and to
consider using the same group task approach
for the afternoon inquiry programme.
• consider setting up a Quality Work Table in
rooms to celebrate excellent work and also to
have an ‘I wonder’board to display students’
questions.
• encourage all students to show qualitative
improvements in all their bookwork.

QUALITY TEACHING
At Waipu Primary we agree Quality Teaching is
about:
Being organized and prepared
Having a plan but being able to run with an idea
(spontaneity)
Teaching to children’s levels/needs
Having high expectations
Questioning whether it is the best the student can
do
Encouraging and developing strengths and talents
Encouraging questioning
Creating an environment where students can take
risks
Letting students be creative
Showing students exemplars to aspire to
WAIPU INQUIRY MODEL
Our inquiry model is as follows:
1. Place children in a interesting situation to
stimulate curiosity and questions. Such input is
important to provide ideas to think about.
2. What do we know already? (prior knowledge)
3. What do we need /want to find out?
(children’s questions)
4. How will we go about finding out?
5. How will we know and show that we’ve got
there?

